Program #DZGMunich24

2nd DZG Munich Day
A joint symposium of the German Centers for Health Research

8:30  REGISTRATION & COFFEE
9:00  Welcome
9:05  Greetings
  *Matthias Tschoßp (CEO, Helmholtz Munich)*
  *Thomas Romes (BMBF)*
  *Markus Blume (State Minister for Science and Arts) – Video Greeting*
  *Stephanie E. Combs (Dean, TUM School of Medicine and Health)*
  *Markus M. Lerch (Medical Director, LMU Hospital)*

9:30  Structures and Synergies within the DZG
  *Martin Hrabê de Angelis (Chair of DZG Board in 2024)*

9:45  DZG Overview Presentations
  DKTKit | DZD | DZHK | DZIF | DZKJ | DZL | DZNE | DZPG

10:30  NETWORKING & COFFEE

11:00  Cross-DZG Projects and Collaborations
  DZD | DZIF | DZKJ | DZNE: Disease-overarching modulation of TREM2 | Kai Schlepckow
  DZL | DZIF | DZKJ: Longitudinal pulmonary imaging and assessment of Lung Function in preterm infants with neonatal Chronic Lung Disease | Kai Förster
  DZIF | DZKJ | DZNE: Identification of pathomechanisms and blood-based biomarkers in Niemann-Pick type C disease | Sabina Tahirovic
  DZD | DZHK: Intermittent fasting and beta-cell maturation | Alexander Bartelt

12:00  Scientific Poster Speed Talks *(See next page)*

12:30  POSTERSESSION & LUNCH

14:00  M1 – Munich Medicine Alliance
  *Matthias Tschoßp (Helmholtz Munich)*

14:20  Patient Participation in the DZG
  *Astrid Glaser (DZD) & Stefan Leucht (DZPG)*

14:45  Best Poster Award Ceremony & Closing Remarks

15:00  NETWORKING & COFFEE

#ResearchforHealth

DKTK • DZD • DZHK • DZIF • DZKJ • DZL • DZNE • DZPG

www.deutschezentren.de